LESSON 5

JOURNAL
PROMPT:

I need my
privacy when
Explain why.

.

LESSON 5 / BODY BOUNDARIES AND PRIVACY

Privacy T-Chart Activity
Read each scenario and write down some of your feelings about it.

Scenario 1
Closed door when I am in
the shower

Scenario 2
Locked journal or diary
that I write in every day

Scenario 3
Private phone conversation
with my friend

Scenario 4
Keeping a safe secret

My Code of Conduct
I Will:

I Will:

I Will:

Because
am a
SmarterKid!
Kid!
Because II am
a Safer,
Safer, Smarter

PARENT LETTER
TODAY'S LESSON: LESSON 5
In today’s lesson your child learned about the importance of feeling safe by having our Body Boundaries and our privacy
respected. They learned that each one of us is entitled to privacy, and they are responsible for helping others maintain
their own Body Boundaries, too. Body Boundaries are defined as the space we each have around us that should not be
touched or seen, unless we are hurt and need help, in which case a doctor or Grown-Up Buddy can help us. Your child was
taught that Body Boundaries are especially important when it comes to their Private Parts. Private Parts are any part of
your body that is covered by a bathing suit, and these parts should not be touched by any other person and should not be
photographed. Photographing someone’s Private Parts is a big violation of a person’s privacy and also a violation of their
Body Boundaries.
The Body Boundaries, represented by the Lock & Key token, were introduced in this lesson. This token means that we
understand why people should protect their modesty, and why we always respect each other’s privacy.

PARENT CONNECTION:

TIPS TO FURTHER TODAY'S LESSON:

We recommend you make time to discuss this
important and sensitive lesson with your child. If you
have not already spoken to your children about their
bodies, the proper names of their body parts and
their right to keep their bodies safe, now is the time!
To avoid being victimized by predators, it is important
that children know it’s okay for them to say no any
time a touch of any kind makes them uncomfortable.
They have the power over their own bodies. Children
should not be forced to kiss or hug family members if
they don’t feel like it, even though these may seem to
be harmless touches. Forcing a child to kiss and hug
people when they don’t want to sends a subtle and
dangerous message that they are not in control of
their own bodies and that adults hold the power.

Ask your child about types of safe touches that respect
Body Boundaries, like handshakes and pats on the back;
and about types of unsafe touches that make them feel
icky, scared, unsafe or confused.
Remind your child that they can always go to the adults
in their Trusted Triangle to talk about any touch that
leaves them feeling confused or unsafe.
Ask your child if anyone other than mom, dad or the
doctor has ever looked at or touched their private parts.

For more ways to talk with your child about making safer and smarter choices
visit SaferSmarterKids.org, or for additional resources visit LaurensKids.org.
To report abuse, call the Florida Abuse Hotline at 1-800-962-2873.

